




The Kenya Innovation Week (KIW) 2022 was a great success for the Kenya National Innovation 
Agency (KeNIA) and the national innovation ecosystem. KIW is a flagship innovation forum for 
the country run by KeNIA, seeking to showcase the innovativeness of Kenyans under which the 
national priorities of Vision 2030 are advanced. KIW champions relevant policy engagements 
on innovations within institutions while promoting practical skills necessary to create 
innovations that impact people and the environment. Additionally, Kenya Innovation Week 
strengthens the research and commercialisation practices for greater socio-economic 
impact. To achieve its objectives, KeNIA held the second KIW 2022 on 5
at Sarit Expo Centre, in Nairobi which attracted different players in the innovation system both 
nationally and internationally. In a bid to paint a vivid picture of the country’s strengths, gaps 
and recommendations, the event ran six interconnected thematic summits led by speakers 
drawn from various networks.  These included: the Skills and Talent for Innovation summit, 
which focuses on capacities that ought to be developed from an innovator’s formative years 
to adult learning. Secondly, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) and Digital Transformation 
summit highlighted tools that ease innovation. Thirdly, the Commercialisation summit 
focused on methodologies that drive ideas and research to impactful solutions. Lastly, the focused on methodologies that drive ideas and research to impactful solutions. Lastly, the 
Startup Kenya and the Innovations in Public Sector summit highlighted the growth of 
enterprises to attract investments to help scale. During the Startup summit, upcoming 
businesses pitched their ideas to relevant stakeholders, showcasing the strengths which the 
country would continually leverage. KIW 2022 had exhibitors from local and international fora 
who displayed their innovations, products, and services at the pavilions.  

KIW will continue to create synergies in the innovation ecosystem and with the Government’s KIW will continue to create synergies in the innovation ecosystem and with the Government’s 
support and suitable players, this will be achievable.  

As coordinators of KIW, KeNIA will ensure the resolutions and recommendations arrived at 
during the event are actualised as the team envisions KIW 2023, which will be bigger and 
better.  

DR. TONNY OMWANSA
Chief Executive Officer, 
Kenya National Innovation Agency
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The Kenya National Innovation Agency (KeNIA) is a State Corporation established under the 
Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) Act, No. 28 of 2013. The Agency’s core mandate is to 
develop, manage, coordinate, promote and regulate the National Innovation System. 

Working with partners, KeNIA strengthens interrelationships between actors to promote Working with partners, KeNIA strengthens interrelationships between actors to promote 
innovation and enterprise development out of research and ideas. This spans from 
supporting the identification, recording and protection of innovative ideas to coordinating the 
establishment and implementation of appropriate policies, standards, processes, 
infrastructure, and partnerships. The Agency also works with partners to ensure appropriate 
prioritisation, relevant capacity development, innovation recognition and publication. 

About KeNIA
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Contact Information
Website: innovationagency.go.ke
Email: info@innovationagency.go.ke
Email: ceo@innovationagency.go.ke
Phone: +254-792 446 976
Twitter: @KENIAUpdates
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Fourth Industrial Revolution

Association of Countrywide Innovation Hubs 

African Centre for Technology Studies 

Africa Development Centre

African Development Bank

Artificial Intelligence 

Action for Sustainability InitiativeAction for Sustainability Initiative

Africa Oxford Initiative

ASPEN Network of Development Entrepreneurs 

Arid and Semi-Arid Lands 

American Sign Language

Association of Startup and SMES Enablers of Kenya 

Arizona State University

Africa Technology and Innovation PartnershipsAfrica Technology and Innovation Partnerships

African Venture Philanthropy Alliance 

Amazon Web Services
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Competency-Based Curriculum
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Commercialisation and Entrepreneurial Institutions Leaders Commercialisation and Entrepreneurial Institutions Leaders 

Chief Executive Officer

Centre for Public Service Innovations

Centre for Parliamentary Studies and Training

Division of Science, Technology, and Innovation 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor 

East Africa Dairy Development 

Earth Observation Earth Observation 

Enterprise Support Organisations 

Frontier Counties Development Council 

Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office 

Finnish Development NGOs

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

Government of Kenya

Global Positioning System Global Positioning System 

Go to Market

Higher Education Institutions

International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology

I Choose Life 

Information Communication Technology
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ICT for DevelopmentICT for Development
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International Development Innovation Alliance

Intellectual Property

Internal Rate of Return

Japan International Cooperation Agency

Jaramogi Oginga Odinga University of Science and Technology
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Kenya National Innovation Agency
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Kenya Innovation WeekKenya Innovation Week
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UN

UNDP
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USSD
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VAT

WEF

WFP

YSK

Kenya School of Government

Knowledge Transfer Network

Lake Region Economic Bloc
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Most at Risk Populations

MDF Training and Consultancy Eastern and Southern Africa

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMassachusetts Institute of Technology

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

Minimum Viable Products

Mifuko Women’s Development CBO
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and Innovation

Population Services International
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Research and Development

Research to CommercialisationResearch to Commercialisation

Royal Academy of Engineering

Rapid Diagnostic Tests

Research and Innovation Systems for Africa

Semi Autonomous Government Agencies

Scaling Digital Agriculture Innovations through Startups

Sustainable Development Goals

Small Market EnterpriseSmall Market Enterprise

Short Message Service

Science Technology and Innovation

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

Sexually Transmitted Infections

Technology Innovation Agency

Talent to Transform Africa

Technical University of MombasaTechnical University of Mombasa

Technical and Vocational Education and Training

Unnamed Aerial Vehicles

Universities Fund

United Kingdom

United Nations

United Nations Development Programme

United Nations Environment ProgrammeUnited Nations Environment Programme

United Nations Children's Fund
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Urinary Tract Infection

Value Added Tax

World Economic Forum

World Food Programme

Young Scientists KenyaYoung Scientists Kenya
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Commercialisation: The process by which any Intellectual Property (IP) assets may be 
adapted or used for any purpose that may benefit society or commercial use on 
reasonable terms. It includes assignment, licensing, and establishment of spin-offs to 
offer the Intellectual Property as a product or service. 
GLocally: Tailoring bally available products and services to local markets and creating 
global thinking perspectives while acting on locally incubated ideas. 
IncubatorIncubator: A program or facility that helps startups in their infancy succeed by providing 
workspace, seed funding, mentoring, and training, among other support services. 
Innovation: Implementing a new or significantly improved product (good or service), 
process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices, 
workplace organisation or external relations. 
Innovation ecosystemInnovation ecosystem: Complex network of people, organisations, institutions, 
government policies and regulations that support and promote innovation. It includes the 
interactions between people to take an idea and turn it into a marketable process, 
product, or service. 
Innovation system: A set of interconnected and interdependent elements that work 
together to promote innovation within a particular sector or economy. 
InnovatorInnovator: A person who transforms ideas into practical reality through products, 
processes, or services.  
Intellectual Property (IP): Creations of the mind such as inventions; literary and artistic 
works; and symbols, names and images used in commerce for which proprietary rights 
may be obtained or enforced by law. 
PatentPatent: An exclusive right granted for an invention which provides the inventor with the 
exclusive right to prevent others from possessing, using, selling, manufacturing, and 
importing the patented design or offering to do any of these things within a definite 
geographical area. In Kenya, a patent is granted by the Kenya Industrial Property Institute 
for 20 years from the application's filing date. 
Royalties: Revenue received by an institution from a third-party exploiting university IP 
right through licensing agreements. 
SpinoffSpinoff: A new company established because of the separation of a part of an existing 
institution’s operations or assets. 
Startup: An innovative business entity scalable by design and based on innovations 
developed to solve an identified societal challenge. 
Startup accelerator: An organisation that offers mentorship, capital, and connections to 
investors and business partners. It is designed for select startups with promising 
minimum viable products (MVPs) that have the potential to scale rapidly. 
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I am honoured to be part of this timely event of tremendous importance for our country’s journey 
to economic transformation, industrialisation, and competitive productivity. The pursuit of shared 
prosperity and the enhanced well-being of our people requires us to urgently devise strategies 
that meet the urgency of our time. Such strategies will maximise the return on each factor of 
production, propel our economy into new domains of high productivity and accelerate economic 
growth into exponential rates. To meet the urgent demand of our time, therefore, we must do 
things better: We must do old things in new ways and pursue new things. This calls for a new 
mindset, stronger focus, greater dedication, and readiness to embrace a new operational 
paradigm. This is the essence of innovation. The stewardship of every sphere of human 
endeavour, and every sector of economic activity, requires innovation to navigate beyond the 
waters of stagnation and inertia into the exciting frontiers of discovery and abundance. Although 
innovation is frequently associated with rapid advances in the hi-tech sector that have 
transformed how we live, it extends into every quest to do more, go farther, and rise higher. 
The government is mandated to achieve the socio-economic transformation of this country. We The government is mandated to achieve the socio-economic transformation of this country. We 
have pledged to invest in agricultural transformation, promote micro, small and medium 
enterprises, stimulate the expansion of urban housing, deliver universal healthcare, and 
galvanise the digital and creative economy. This mandate must be delivered in the context of 
tremendous economic challenges and severe resource limitations. Continuous innovation is, 
therefore, required to keep us alert to novel opportunities. It is in this spirit that I have been greatly 
inspired to see the innovative concepts and creations exhibited at this Expo. I look forward to 
visiting more displays at the KICC later in the week. I believe that, by embracing innovation, we 
can re-imagine and overhaul our economy into a modern, high-tech one serviced by highly 
skilled citizens who enjoy a high quality of life. It is my contention that innovation brings us closer 
to sustainable development goals and our Vision2030 by catalysing productivity, increasing 
high-quality jobs, reducing unemployment, and creating wealth. The government is, therefore, 
committed to mainstreaming innovation into a way of life in the public as well as private sectors.  

Remarks by 
H.E. William Samoei Ruto, PhD., C.G.H 
President Of The Republic Of Kenya & 
Commander-in-Chief of The Defence Forces  
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You will, therefore, be seeing more, not fewer forums, platforms, and events like these, as well as 
other avenues to recognise innovations by young people, promote startups locally and 
internationally, strengthen research, commercialise innovations and enhance the uptake of 
emerging technologies.  To further underscore the critical importance of innovation, I would like 
to share with you my intention to sustain this week’s focus so that it culminates in the celebration 
of our national holiday, Jamhuri Day. The Ministry of Youth Affairs and the Kenya National 
Innovation Agency have, therefore, set a brilliant pace for our broader agenda. 
The stage is now set for the steadfast entrenchment of a culture of innovation throughout The stage is now set for the steadfast entrenchment of a culture of innovation throughout 
government in visible, effective, and measurable ways. It is time for every ministry to domesticate 
a strategy for continuous innovation.  Beyond national activity, the government intends to elevate 
this forum into an international innovations festival which attracts global participants to facilitate 
the exponential enhancement of Kenya’s capacity for transformative innovations. The 
partnership among various stakeholders, which has made this event possible, strongly indicates 
the shape of future collaboration between organisations and actors in government, academia, 
and industry. The Kenya National Innovations Agency must now initiate and develop appropriate 
policies to promote collaborations and mobilise resources to support innovators. Similarly, 
organisations representing commerce and industry, like the Kenya Association of Manufacturers 
and the Kenya Private Sector Alliance, must be encouraged to participate in these opportunities, 
especially in scouting for innovations that deserve support from the industry. Government is 
committed to doing its part. First, we shall continue to support the development of necessary 
skills for developing demand-driven innovations which are globally competitive. Second, we shall 
enhance policy to secure innovation, especially through the protection of intellectual property. 
Third, tertiary education institutions shall focus on business modelling, the creation of enterprises 
and the commercialisation of research outputs through joint ventures, spin-offs and startups 
that create jobs, enhance incomes, and accelerate national development. We also have 
provided more than 500 facilities across Kenya to domicile innovation and incubation in TVETs, 
universities, private hubs, and donor-supported centres. What is needed is a strong coordinating 
mechanism, and I encourage the Kenya National Innovations Agency to move with speed and 
make this opportunity a reality. In fact, the agency and the Ministry of Youth must now go ahead 
and curate an ecosystem that efficiently converts every viable innovation into an enterprise, and and curate an ecosystem that efficiently converts every viable innovation into an enterprise, and 
create mechanisms to provide support for risky, yet high-potential enterprises. Now, the Global 
Innovation Index ranks Kenya at position 87. We are determined to work smart and make Kenya 
the cradle of innovative technologies in all sectors. This will maximise our potential to realise 
sustainable development through shared prosperity and radical socio-economic 
transformation. Today is a day of great promise. It is the beginning of our journey to transform 
Kenya into a globally competitive, modern, and industrialised economy. The Kenya Innovations 
Week will anchor continuous discussion and robust engagements that will guide the Week will anchor continuous discussion and robust engagements that will guide the 
development of innovation policies in our organisations. We, therefore, look forward to the growth 
of a robust national innovation system. Your presence here matters, and your participation 
is essential. 
The theme of Kenya Innovation Week, Connect, Innovate, and Inspire, truly captures the journey 
we have embarked on the transformation of our country. Not even the sky is the limit. 

kenyainnovationweek.com
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The Secretary-General acknowledged Kenya's progress in innovation, as reflected in its ranking 
on the Global Innovation Index. However, she also highlighted the need for more data and insights 
to fully leverage the potential of new technologies. Scotland emphasized the Commonwealth's 
commitment to supporting member countries in their innovation journey, including partnerships 
with organizations like the International Trade Centre, UN agencies, the World Trade Organization, 
and the African Development Bank.
Scotland stressed the importance of investing in youth development and digital skills, given Scotland stressed the importance of investing in youth development and digital skills, given 
Africa's young population and its potential for innovation. She commended initiatives like the 
Startup Kenya Summit for nurturing the innovation ecosystem and highlighted the success of 
Kenyan innovation, such as M-Pesa, in transforming mobile money transfer services.
In conclusion, the Secretary-General expressed her support for innovators and announced the In conclusion, the Secretary-General expressed her support for innovators and announced the 
establishment of the Commonwealth Secretary-General's Innovation for Sustainable 
Development Awards to celebrate their achievements and provide them with mentoring and 
support. She shared examples of Kenyan innovators who have made significant contributions in 
areas such as biofuel manufacturing, food security, and integrating smallholder farmers into 
supply chains.
Scotland reaffirmed the Commonwealth's commitment to partnering with member countries, Scotland reaffirmed the Commonwealth's commitment to partnering with member countries, 
including Kenya, to accelerate progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals and to build 
back better from the COVID-19 pandemic. She emphasized the need for innovation to create a 
better and fairer world for all.

A practical ‘innovation ecosystem’ requires multiple 
stakeholders – the government, regulators, innovation 
promotion agencies, academia, industry, international and 
regional development partners, knowledge and technology 
partners, civil society, grassroots innovators, and 
entrepreneurs – to collaborate to achieve shared goals and 
objectives. 

- Rt. Hon. Patricia Scotland, KC- Rt. Hon. Patricia Scotland, KC

“
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The Kenya Innovation Week 2022 attracted 34 sponsors and partners who shared invaluable 
contributions and perspectives during the event.  This section showcases the insightful remarks, 
observations, and experiences expressed by partner representatives, key stakeholders, including 
government officials, industry leaders, entrepreneurs, and academics. These partner remarks 
serve as a testament to the collaborative spirit, innovative ideas, and commitment to driving 
Kenya's innovation ecosystem.

In 2021, Heifer International surveyed more than 30,000 youth in Africa, including smallholder 
farmers and agricultural organisations, among many others. This move was to delve deeper into 
the issues that have led to decreased farming productivity, dwindling income for smallholder 
farmers, and the barriers to adopting technology and youth innovations. 
Each year Heifer International invests more than $1.5 million to accelerate digital agriculture 
entrepreneurship in Africa. In 2022, the challenge included competitors from Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, and Uganda. 

Esta Kamau
Country Director, 
Heifer International 

WFP, in partnership with the government and KeNIA, have supported innovation in the field by 
forging partnerships with the Kenya Private Sector Alliance, the Mastercard Foundation, and sister 
UN agencies in innovation. This aims to bridge the gaps between skills and opportunities, 
particularly for the youth. 

Taking it a notch higher, WFP, UNDP the Kenya School of Government in Isiolo are running County Taking it a notch higher, WFP, UNDP the Kenya School of Government in Isiolo are running County 
Innovation Centres to stimulate innovation in the ASALs and marginalised communities. These 
hubs of excellence will attract innovators, entrepreneurs, and investors worldwide and reveal how 
innovations can scale from the field to Nairobi and worldwide.

Lauren Landis
Country Director, 
World Food Program (WFP), Kenya Country Office 

PARTNER REMARKS
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”There is an innovation angle to every ‘aspect’ of the economy 
and development and an innovation angle in agriculture, 
healthcare, arts, and sports.

KIW is a true testament to the importance of innovation at the heart of global partnerships. 
Suppose we are to achieve goal 9 of the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), which seeks to 
build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and foster 
innovation. In that case, we will unleash the dynamic and competitive economic forces that 
create employment and income. 

Hon. Ababu Namwamba, EGH
Cabinet Secretary, 
Ministry of Youth Affairs, The Arts and Sports

The KIW is a brilliant idea as it brings to the fore untapped talents and ensures they are generated 
and linked to the market with the help of various stakeholders. There are many innovation 
agencies in the country: government departments, and institutions, the private sector, but the 
State Department noted the siloed nature in which the institutions operate.

The government pledges to create a policy framework to guide, regulate, and standardise The government pledges to create a policy framework to guide, regulate, and standardise 
operations for all innovation agencies under one umbrella, i.e., KeNIA. This will bring to light 
current innovations and the best ways to grow them and remain suitable for ideal markets. 
Additionally, the government is looking to hold such forums frequently to enable real-time 
reporting on innovations. 

Ismail Maalim Madey
Principal Secretary,
State Department for Youth Affairs, and The Arts

PARTNER REMARKS

Hon. Ababu Namwamba, EGH - CS, Ministry of Youth Affairs, The Arts and Sports
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”KIW presented an opportunity for JICA to exhibit the various 
startups it has supported within the East African region and hold 
conversations on how to keep a borderless startup ecosystem. 

At the onset of Covid-19, JICA formed an initiative that would bring to the fore innovations not only 
in Kenya but Africa as well, and so far, 20 countries and 100 businesses have joined. Kenya alone 
boasts 20 companies. Additionally, several partnerships have been forged, thus enabling funding 
opportunities and other forms of support to members.

KIW presented an opportunity for JICA to exhibit the various startups it has supported within the 
East African region and hold conversations on how to keep a borderless startup ecosystem. JICA 
endeavours to collaborate with the Kenyan government to strengthen the innovation ecosystem. 

Hajime Iwama 
Chief Representative,
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Kenya

The government is keen to learn and adopt tools, applications, and technologies from the 
Commonwealth. Therefore, it has set a clear agenda concerning building digital infrastructure in 
intelligent and affordable devices, from the submarine cables and terrestrial connectivity to the 
end user. The Government is also moving its services online, graduating from the current 15% to 
80% and in addition to other efforts, it will bring vibrancy to the innovation sector.

Eng. John Tanui, MBS
Principal Secretary,
State Department for ICT and Digital Economy

PARTNER REMARKS

Hajime Iwama - Chief Representative, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Kenya
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”The KIW is an excellent opportunity to share learnings and 
reflections on what contributes to success, drawn from
past experiences and partnerships. 

Kenya has diverse and fresh innovations, for instance, a solar milk cooler, which is a simple 
application but helps reduce immense wastage. This is a true testament to the ingenuity and 
energy of Kenyan researchers, innovators, and public authorities. 
This demonstrates that Kenya is an international trailblazer. She creates an environment where 
experimentation and innovation are permitted, nurtured, and promoted for their enormous 
potential to support the country’s development and prosperity. 

Prof. Charlotte Watts
Chief Scientific Advisor,
Research and Evidence Directorate, FCDO

Investing in innovation and embracing diversity and inclusion is essential in supporting the 
enterprising and thriving economy to achieve the SDGs. 
Kenya and Ireland have a very close relationship, championing various innovative initiatives in 
Kenya, such as the Young Scientist Programme, among others, geared towards achieving the 
SDGs. Through this collaboration, over 200,000 youths from the 47 counties have gotten a 
platform to showcase their scientific talents and have benefited from mentorship to spur 
innovations that solve societal problems. 

Fionnuala Quinlan
Ambassador of Ireland to Kenya,
Department of Foreign Affars and Trade

PARTNER REMARKS

Prof. Charlotte Watts - Chief Scientific Advisor, Research and Evidence Directorate, FCDO
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The Kenya Innovation Outlook (KIO) was officially launched by the Head of State, Hon. President 
William Ruto at KIW 2022. KIO was developed by KeNIA in partnership with the UK government and 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) with two objectives. Firstly, to demystify the 
national innovation system and provide an overview of the successes, enablers, barriers, and 
opportunities in the Kenya innovation system. Secondly, to highlight the background of the 
national innovation system, the current situation, the commercialisation prospects and progress, 
and the startup ecosystem. 
Through KIO, Kenya can measure the progress and performance of its innovation ecosystem and Through KIO, Kenya can measure the progress and performance of its innovation ecosystem and 
assess where to target resources and investments to grow the startup ecosystem in the country. 
Plans can also be devised to decentralise innovations to all counties nationwide. 
The specific recommendations that would shape the next phase of the national innovation 
system include:

Launch of the
Kenya Innovation Outlook Report 
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There are two kinds of innovations: disruptive and evolutionary. A disruptive innovator creates an 
entirely new concept and marketplace, for instance, entrepreneurs who founded MPesa, eBay, 
Uber, PayPal, and many others. An evolutionary innovator revamps an existing innovation with the 
vision of the public and the product’s life cycle. The revisions can be weekly, monthly, quarterly, or 
annually, for example, the incremental changes made to the computer since its invention. 
It is essential to build an innovation ecosystem that thrives, and the non-negotiables that enable 
a dynamic process are:

   a) Ensuring as many people as possible in the country are connected to the internet.    a) Ensuring as many people as possible in the country are connected to the internet. 
   b) Having tech companies training the next generation of entrepreneurs, marketers, and 
   digital enthusiasts, for instance, anchoring on Safaricom and Microsoft.
   c) Liaising with a group of investors willing to fund new startups given that Kenya has the 
   second highest level of venture capital investments, with Nigeria in the lead. 
   d) Running institutions that train young scientists, engineers etc., competitively for 
   students to match global standards like Harvard, Yale, Stanford, etc.

Venture capital in Kenya focuses on late-stage ventures. But there are alternative options for Venture capital in Kenya focuses on late-stage ventures. But there are alternative options for 
small to medium businesses, like angel or seed investors or crowdsourcing. However, to get 
ahead, small businesses should have solid business plans and strong management since 
investors are also keen on products or services that are fit for the market. Also, a point of 
reference for investors is showcasing a product or service with a solid customer base or its 
suitability for end users. 
Africa, specifically Kenya, is not top of mind for many investors. Therefore, relevant stakeholders Africa, specifically Kenya, is not top of mind for many investors. Therefore, relevant stakeholders 
in the innovation ecosystem must tell stories more compellingly and consistently than the 
country has before. Also, the country needs small to mid-sized companies that either go public 
or opt to be bought by one of the big corporations. This way, the country will get more investors 
on board. 

AMB. MEG WHITMAN
US AMBASSADOR TO KENYA

FIRESIDE CHAT
PARTNERSHIPS TO ACCELERATE ECONOMIC 
TRANSFORMATION 
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The panellists discussed emerging areas of support to startups beyond traditional aid, Including 
creating job opportunities, solutions to social challenges, and radical evolution through local 
innovations. They further articulated the need for support by development organisations and 
other ecosystem players to startups at early/seed stages to multiply investment opportunities for 
them. For example, offering venture capital support by connecting startups with opportunities for 
investment and technical cooperation, thus adding value.  Other key takeaways from the session 
were:

• The individual elements in the innovation ecosystem affect the interactive process and the • The individual elements in the innovation ecosystem affect the interactive process and the 
efficiency of everything else from the initial to final stages. The rest of the system will perform 
optimally if these issues are refined. 
• There is much research being carried out, but they’re failing to address some of the challenges 
innovators are trying to solve.
• There is a need to enhance socialisation efforts to either counter the impatience that comes • There is a need to enhance socialisation efforts to either counter the impatience that comes 
with failed startups or those that are yet to kick off in specified timelines set out by the innovators. 
Socialisation will also create a broader understanding of the ins and outs of the ecosystem, 
influencing informed decisions in the future.
• The Kenyan and South African governments, in liaison with PSI, are scheduled to sign an 
institutional memorandum of understanding that grants startups access to PSI’s laborious 
facilities, which will translate to comprehensive and sound research outputs and innovations. 
• There is a need to look for insights from knowledgeable parties that can help address societal • There is a need to look for insights from knowledgeable parties that can help address societal 
gaps and that of partners.
• There is a need for startups to create employment opportunities as this will address one of the 
most significant challenge communities faces. 

PATRICK KRAPPIE
CEO, TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AGENCY (TIA)

SOUTH AFRICA 

SUZANNE AMBETSA
PRINCIPAL RESEARCH OFFICER, 

MOIEI, SEYCHELLES 

FIRESIDE CHAT
ENVISIONING OPPORTUNITIES OF TOMORROW IN A 
PAN-AFRICAN CONTEXT 
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Sam and Tesh unpacked the startup development process, successes, sustainability, and 
contextual factors constituting a regional entrepreneurship ecosystem. Kicking off the 
discussions was an overview of each institution as follows:

MarketForce digitises informal retail distribution for emerging markets by enabling consumer 
brands to manage their field sale activities and grow their African distribution channels. Courtesy 
of this platform, users can source, order, and pay for inventory anytime via interactive mobile 
channels and deliver it directly to their store by the nearest distributor within hours. 
MarketForce also enables merchants to earn more by making them a one-stop-shop for popular MarketForce also enables merchants to earn more by making them a one-stop-shop for popular 
digital financial services like buying airtime, paying water and electricity bills and banking and 
insurance services.

KidatoKidato unlocks the potential of every family with a holistic online education or one-on-one 
tutoring. The institution provides globally recognised qualifications and enriching experiences 
right at the fingertips of African students and families. Kidato’s teaching methods are 
child-driven, skill-based and focused on the overall development of each child. This way, the 
users enjoy a safe, healthy, and encouraging learning environment that prepares children for the 
global demands of tomorrow. 

The conversation by the two startups founders (Sam Gichuru – Kidato and Tesh Mbaabu – Market The conversation by the two startups founders (Sam Gichuru – Kidato and Tesh Mbaabu – Market 
Force) identified government issues, such as tax incentives and acceleration of starting 
procedures, availability of funding opportunities, connectivity of stakeholders, entrepreneurship 
education, previous startup experience, incubator support, and mentoring, as the most 
significant issues affecting the successful development of startups. As highlighted below, several 
issues require consideration from the policy and regulatory perspective for successful startup 
growth.
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Gaps for successful startup growth
a) Some industries must have a physical location to register a business, which leaves out those 
operating virtually for one reason or another. 
b) High tax rates and double taxation for startups.  
c) No source of capital for startups because of the risks involved. Most capital is foreign capital 
which is not domiciled in Kenya. 
d) Delayed implementation of some policies. d) Delayed implementation of some policies. 
e) Ineffective transport system.
f) Difficulties in access to markets. 

Recommendations 
a) Introduction of research and development tax incentive shifts that support smaller, more 
innovative businesses, including those in tax losses, thereby focusing support where, arguably, it 
will spark the most additional innovation activity. 
b) Different tax brackets to cater for tech startups.b) Different tax brackets to cater for tech startups.
c) Value Added Tax (VAT) exemptions for startups. 
d) Tax rebates for expatriates who assist startups to scale. 
e) Retain more earnings for the business when selling shares.  
f) Introducing an enterprise development policy that caters for a range of small business 
initiatives, like instant asset write-offs, that will free up capital for alternative investment, 
including innovation. 
g) Adding value to existing innovations to have an impact on a global scale. g) Adding value to existing innovations to have an impact on a global scale. 
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The big question to creating enterprises and commercialising was whether there would 
continually be a paradigm shift from traditional jobs. The idea that a person can stay in one 
career their whole life will also be questioned thanks to technological changes. 
A close look at the Space Agency is that Kenya will launch its satellite in the future, thus the need 
to build, operate and maintain machines in space. A lot of data will be generated from the 
satellites, and there is a need to harness this data for “Wanjiku” to use gainfully. 
Most professional jobs will be automated, and for people to fit in the job market, they must be Most professional jobs will be automated, and for people to fit in the job market, they must be 
highly skilled and flexible in skills that machines cannot undertake. A person will have to be 
multiskilled to undertake their job. A speaker observed that the job market has shifted from the 
conventional mode since: 

• In the first industrial revolution that began in the 18th century, the steam engine was invented. 
• In the second industrial revolution in the 19th century (1870) and the first two decades of the 
20th century, electricity was created for mass production. 
• The third industrial revolution occurred in 1950 and 69, characterised by the internet, • The third industrial revolution occurred in 1950 and 69, characterised by the internet, 
communication technologies and the digitisation of everything. Electronics and information 
technology were used to automate production. 
• The fourth industry is a fusion of technologies blurring the lines between the physical, digital, 
and biological spheres, collectively called a cyber-physical system (2011).  The fourth industry is 
characterised by digitisation, integration, smartisation, virtualisation and designation. 

The trend around integration requires a person to have multiple skills to survive the market. The trend around integration requires a person to have multiple skills to survive the market. 
Freelancing will be a natural trend that has already picked up since the traditional 8 am to 5 pm 
jobs will not be necessary. People are taking up more roles and making more money, even with 
their primary jobs in place. There is and will be a change with the traditional workspaces where 
after Covid-19, people have been working from home, using co-working spaces and coffee 
places to conduct business.             
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52% of jobs in Kenya are repetitive and automatable and will be extinct as jobs in the future, such 
as data entry clerks, accounting, payroll, administrative secretaries, factory assembly jobs, client 
information and customer service, business services, auditing, and general operation managers, 
to mention some. 

JOBS OF THE FUTURE
• Data analyst and scientist. 
• AI and machine learning specialists. 
• General and operative managers. • General and operative managers. 
• Software application developers and analysts. 
• Sales and marketing professionals.  
• Big data specialists. 
• Digital transformation specialists. 
• New technology specialists. 
• Organisation specialists.
• Information technology specialists. • Information technology specialists. 

There is hope, however, as people will have to continually learn new skills as they go on in life and There is hope, however, as people will have to continually learn new skills as they go on in life and 
the job market. There is a need to change the attitude and structure of universities to look at the 
changing market and tweak the courses offered for market suitability. Traditional jobs will be 
slowly phased out, and other versatile skills will become vital in retaining and creating jobs, thus 
the need for a change in society. The plenary session noted that the youth should be encouraged 
to develop innovative startups, and parents should support their initiatives. Additionally, 
preparing for a future that is already unfolding will need:
• An early start in raising inquisitive children.• An early start in raising inquisitive children.
• Review the current curriculum to equip youths with the necessary skills, thus creating future jobs 
and skills needed for those jobs.

Jobs in Kenya are repetitive
and automatable and will be
extinct as jobs in the future.
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This session explored perspectives from the panellists on how the organisations they represent 
build networks to support innovations and startups in the ecosystem. 

The Association of Countrywide Innovation Hubs (ACIH) is a network formed to collaborate and 
leverage each other’s strengths to grow the innovation stakeholders. The association's main aim 
is to strengthen innovation hubs outside Nairobi, build their capacity, push for policies at local 
and national levels, and bring together academia and the private sector to partner with the hubs. 
The Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN, otherwise known as Innovate UK) drives science research The Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN, otherwise known as Innovate UK) drives science research 
and innovation in the country with three main objectives: 

• To grow the long-term economy of the UK. 
• To mobilise UK research and innovation efforts tackling social and global challenges. 
• To support the eight objectives of the UK. 

The organisation is currently implementing its activities in Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa, The organisation is currently implementing its activities in Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa, 
aiming at bridging the connection between business, academia and business, innovators, 
funders, and partner countries. Some challenges tackled are net zero, food security, water and 
sanitation and energy transitions. It was agreeable that synergies amongst the institutions 
present would be required to: 

a) Foster innovations in rural areas and create an enabling environment for them to accelerate. 
b) Foster collaboration among different stakeholders for startups to scale up. 
c) Build the capacity of innovation hubs across the board.c) Build the capacity of innovation hubs across the board.
d) Tap into the diaspora remittance programme. 
e) Ensure intentionality by all institutions to enhance the innovation ecosystem. 
f ) Identify innovation needs and commercialisation from grassroots to national levels. 
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KIW 2022 ran in six thematic areas championed by strategic 
KIW partners and culminated in high-profile summits  

KIW 2022
SUMMITS
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